About David Maylor
David Maylor has a wealth of business experience both as a leader inside an organization and now as a
coach and facilitator. He has a passion for helping individuals and teams to recognize what they do and
what they could do better in their business environments. So all of his work is based around getting
everyone to their next level, whatever that is.
His strengths are creating safe environments where people can practice skills, get detailed feedback on
their strengths and development areas, then build practical plans for moving forward. Understanding that
authenticity is the key to great outcomes, David places a big focus on what truly inspires and drives
individuals, knowing that this is the platform on which they will all excel.
As well as being a qualified coach, David has a degree in Sports Science which helps him with deep insights
into effort and motivation. He also understands the importance of commercial outcomes and he looks to
combine both in his work with organizations and their leaders.
Examples of David’s work
●
●
●

Provided Leadership Skills Development through group workshops and one-to-one management
coaching for an internationally recognized healthcare provider
Co-designed and delivered a leadership academy as part of a significant company-wide behavioral
change program for a UK-based construction company
Facilitating Leadership Skills Development around presentations and negotiating for a local IT
company

Accreditations
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

16PF Karson Clinical Report (KCR)
DISC® System
Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTITM)
NLP Master Practitioner
Strengths Deployment Inventory (SDI)
The British Psychological Society (BPS) Levels A & B
The Science of Happiness at WorkTM

What our clients say about David
“Highly stimulating with great learning. David’s a high skilled facilitator, and generous with his resources.
This will have long lasting impact on my practice and thinking.” Director, leading healthcare provider
“Thank you for providing such positive and rewarding program. I know for a fact everyone is feeling more
confident about presenting at the sales meeting next week as a result.” HR Manager, global retailer
“David gave excellent and actionable suggestions. Good balance between theory, observing others in video
and doing it ourselves.” Masters Student, international UK-based business school
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